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00:05
I'm us Poet Laureate Tracy k Smith. And this is the slow down.

00:23
For years, I've loved a clip of Nina Simone at the 1976 Montreux Jazz Festival, where she stopped
singing mid song and points to a woman in the audience saying, girl, sit down, sit down. Then Miss
Simone waits and waits some more. It seems to take some time for the woman in the audience to
recognize that she has been called out and to obey the command. For a long time, I figured Nina
Simone was a quintessential diva. So outlandish Lee fabulous, she could get away with such
extreme behavior. But last year, I saw another film clip, this time of 12 year old Nina Simone, the
child prodigy sitting cross armed at a piano, stone aliy refusing to begin a classical music recital,
because her black parents had been made to surrender their front row seats to whites. In an
interview, Simone called the incident, quote, my first feeling of being discriminated against, and I
have recoiled in horror. It's such a thing.

01:41
Washing the windows.

01:48
Nothing but rock.

01:51
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Dude, damn lazy.

01:55
Crazy.

01:59
That's Nina Simone singing Mississippi goddamn. Her genius was rooted equally in her musical
virtuosity, and her abiding social vision and her ability to both soothe feelings of pain. And Stoke,
the spirit of protest has never ceased to be relevant. Today's poem, black is beautiful. By the late
Monica a hand packs all that in effortlessly, almost invisibly, which is a kind of virtuosity in itself.
black is beautiful, by Monica a hand. Me and D and are crushed velvet jackets, blue jeans, high
heels. We are going to New York City to see Nina Simone at the Apollo or taking the path train
across the river. Then the subway uptown dinos her way around. She goes to fit. I've been to the
Apollo many times before, but this is the first time on my own. Just me, Andy. We are going to see
Nina Simone at the Apollo. Our seats are way up in the balcony. The orchestra section is full of
white people. Nina is singing Mississippi goddamn me. And D we look at each other and nod.
Nina plays the piano a long time as if she forgets we are there. But we are Nina goes holy ruler
African all in one wave of her hands. Ragtime to classical and back again. We are in her groove,
our seats rocking with our bodies, our young female bodies, big afros and big dreams. The
balcony is a smoky black sway. The orchestra white, someone fidgets another one coughs. Nina
stops, quiet. Her voice a swift typhoon. You could hear their hearts hesitate. Stop. Nina chuckles
then returns to her song. Mississippi goddamn. It's different now. bruised, me and D. We look at
each other and nod. We are at the Apollo. It's Nina Simone.

04:37
The slow down is a production of American Public Media, in partnership with the Library of
Congress and the Poetry Foundation. To get a poem delivered to you daily, go to slow down
show.org and sign up for our newsletter.
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